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Breaking Tests On Construction
Material Shown in New Research

Visitors May Examine Sections
Of Tested Bricks Under Microscope

Building materials of brick and mortar will be submitted to a series of

demonstration to be given today in Room 4-88 by the Building Construc-

tion. Visitors are invited to examine sections of the brickston materials under a microscope, and attendants will explain the causes and nature of the breaks.

The Mechanical Engineering department at The Institute is taking part of building one, and each demonstration will be one of more or less today.

On the third floor is the Madrich Textile lab, with 150 modern machine

tools. At least one of each kind will be in operation, and students will be glad to explain their functions. The visitor will be interested to a degree which does the apparently impossible, and drags a square hole. Figure measuring devices and automotive produc-

tion machines will be explained. These are used in all the small buildings of the first floor, as well as in the whole building.

T. E. N. Contains

Varied Articles

On Open House

President Karl Taylor Complete "Writings of the Institute"

Right to the point is the May issue of The Tech Engineering News. A special Open House offering, its pages are abundant in content and ideas.

The most popular articles are "On the Institute," by President Karl T. Compton and "7029," by Professor W. H. Robinson, Associate Managing Editors.

Be interested in the Institute a copy would be
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